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Introduction - This document describes how to post a route plan using a KML file and the Google Maps engine. The use of
KML files described here is probably the most basic possible use of these files and Google Maps, barely scratching the
surface of their capabilities. Nonetheless it’s an interesting way to distribute a route plan for a QSO party. Here’s an
overview of what you need to do:
1. Describe your route in any of several ways including as a series of counties, as a series of latitude and longitude
points describing the county line crossings, and/or as a route trace to be overlaid on the counties.
2. Add some description for each county and/or point that tells the viewer what that item represents
3. Package this information up in a KML file.
4. Place the KML file on a web server to make it available to Google Maps.
5. Copy the URL for the KML file into the Google Maps search box.
6. When Google Maps locates the KML file it will present the map along with a link for viewing the map on a web
page and a window containing the html required to embed the map in a web page
7. Finally you paste the HTML into the body of the web page that is going to contain the map and place the web page
on the server.
Here are some details about the above process.
1.0 Constructing a Route
There are several ways you could choose to describe your planned route. In the following it is assumed that you will be
using CQ/X to build the KML file and, for that reason, discussion will focus on the following methods, all available using
CQ/X:
•
•
•

Describe the route as a simple sequence of counties
Describe the route as a trace of the roads to be taken overlaying the sequence of counties
Describe the route as a series of county line crossings overlaying the sequence of counties

1.1 Describing the Route Using a Simple Sequence of Counties
In order to post your route as a simple sequence of counties use the menu item QP Tools | Plan Route. On the resulting
dialog choose the first county and then follow with the counties in the order in which they will be covered. Once the list is
complete click on the button labeled Export As KML. In the resulting dialog insert the call sign to be used, select whether
the route is Saturday Only, Sunday Only, or Both Days. If the route is for Both Days you will also need to select Sunday’s
starting county and indicate whether that county will also be the last Saturday county. Once those inputs have been provided
click on the button labeled Prepare KML File. After review of the KML file you are ready to place the file on a web server
as described in section 2.0 below.
1.2 Describing the Route As a Trace of the Roads to be Taken
In order to describe your route as a trace of the roads to be taken you should start with a trip planning program such as MS
Streets & Trips. After developing a general idea of where you want to go you need to define that plan in S&T – a 2010 or
later version of S&T is required in order to perform the GPX export in Step 1 below. In the following it will be assumed that
you have started up CQ/X and have started the desired QSO party. Also for a multi-day trip the process is usually more
manageable if it is separated into separate processes for each day.
Step 1: Define your route for the day in S&T and use the S&T menu item Data | Export to GPX File to export the route as
a GPX file.
Step 2: In CQ/X use the menu item QP Tools | Convert GPX to KML to activate the conversion dialog. On that dialog
browse to the GPX file from Step 1 and select it as the GPX source file. Specify a file into which to save the KML data and
then click on the Convert button to perform the conversion.
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Step 3: Now log into your Google account, select the Maps option, then select My Places and click on the Create Map
button. Provide some meaningful name and description of your map. Click on the “Import” link to the left of the
Done/Save/Edit buttons and use the resulting dialog to specify to upload the file that resulted from the conversion in Step 2.
When the upload is finished a multi-segment line will be drawn connecting the lat/lon points contained in the KML file. In
Edit mode right click on the line and select “Turn On Snap to Roads”. Click Done to save the map.
Step 4: After the previous step you should have a red Edit button. Click on the Edit button and review the map making sure
it follows the same roads as your source S&T map. If it does not follow the same roads click on the map and drag it to
modify the route. When satisfied with the map click Done. You should then see a link labeled “KML” on the left hand panel
of the map. If no such link appears exit Google Maps and log back in.
Step 5: After logging back into GM select My Places and then select the map from Step 4. At that point you should see a
link labeled “KML” and next to it a circular blue and white icon. Click on the KML link and elect to save the file. This is a
file of latitude and longitude values that describe the route and which you will use in the next step to find the county line
crossings. Before leaving GM click on the circular icon and elect to save that file. This is a small file that contains network
link information that, once it is embedded in a KML file, will allow a Google Maps server to draw the trace of the route.
Step 6: Click on the CQ/X menu item QP Tools | Build Plan Using a Google Map to open the Find Crossings Using a
Google Map dialog shown below. On that dialog browse to the file saved in the previous step to specify that file as the Path
KML File and use the other browse button to specify the file to which you want to write the crossing information. Once
those files are specified click on the Process button to begin the county line determination process. After a few seconds the
status box will begin indicating the latest crossing found and the time required.

Step 7: Depending on the complexity/length of the route the processing in Step 6 could take 20-30 seconds or perhaps up to
a minute if it is a very long route. When the process completes the following dialog showing the crossings will appear. The
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dialog shows the sequence of county line crossings with each crossing having a From County, a To County, a Latitude and
Longitude, and a Miles to Next. Note that when using the Google Map Path method the Miles to Next is the actual driving
distance from one crossing to the next. A highway label can also be included but this information must be entered manually
and in general is not required.

Step 8: As a check of your Google Map route it is a good idea to import the crossings determined in Step 7 back into S&T.
To do this click on the button labeled “Export as CSV Text” on the above crossings dialog. Then go to the S&T map and use
the menu item Data | Import Data Wizard to import the crossings. Review the location of the crossings to see if there are
any that are not on the S&T route line. If any “off route” crossings are found you will need to return to the Google Map and
Edit the map to bring it in line with the S&T map. Then repeat Steps 5-8 until the S&T map and the Google map are in
agreement. [In a small number of cases you might decide that the route proposed by Google is better and decide to modify
the S&T map to agree with the Google map].
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Step 9: Once you are satisfied with the Google map and the associated KML file that you downloaded be sure to save the
KML file. This file will serve as the source file from which to define your route to CQ/X and once you are underway results
obtained from it will be used to display distance to next crossing as well as distance to next waypoint. Also be sure to save
the file that you downloaded from Google Maps using the small circular icon as the network link contained in that file will
be used to display your route on a Google Map.
Step 10: Now to develop the KML file that will be used by Google Map to post your route click on the Export As KML
button on the above dialog. This will bring up the following dialog for preparing your KML file.

In this dialog insert the call sign or label to be used in naming the file, select whether the route is Saturday Only, Sunday
Only, or Both Days. If the route is for Both Days you will also need to select Sunday’s starting county and indicate whether
that county will also be the last Saturday county. Once those inputs have been provided click on those items in the Optional
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Includes group that you want to include in the KML file. To include the planned route trace(s) click on the applicable
planned path boxes and then browse to the file(s) you saved when you used that small circular icon to download. If you
include the planned path it is somewhat redundant to include the county line crossing placemarks but if those are desired
click on that box. Finally click on the button labeled Prepare KML File. After review of the KML file you are ready to
place the file on a web server as described in section 2.0 below.
1.3 Describe the route as a series of county line crossings overlaying the sequence of counties
In order to describe your route as a series of county line crossings overlaying the sequence of counties use the same steps as
in section 1.2 being sure in Step 10 to check the boxes labeled County Boundary Polygons and County Line Crossing
Placemarks.
2.0 Place the KML File on a Web Server
In order for Google Maps to access the KML file the file must be placed on some web server that is accessible by Google
Maps. This could be your own personal web server or web site or, if its offered by the sponsoring organization of the QSO
party, the web site of the QSO party. If the file is to reside on the sponsoring organization’s website then the remaining steps
will more than likely need to be performed by the web master of the site.
3.0 Prepare a Web Page Container
When you carry out step 4 below you will need to paste some HTML into the web page that is going to contain the map. It’s
a good idea to prepare the skeleton of the web page at this point. So do that using your favorite web page design tool – I use
NVU which is a free web designer tool. Here’s what your page skeleton may look like and will vary depending on whether
you are using style sheets, and whether you include meta data at the top of the file.

4.0 Copy URL into Google Maps Search Box
Open up your web browser and go to Google Maps. Paste the URL for the KML file that you placed on a web server into
the Google Maps search box and click on the search button. Google Maps will locate the KML file and display the map for
the data in the file or it will display an error message if there are problems with the file. Assuming your file has no errors
there will be a link such as the following indicating information on how to embed the map into a web page.
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Clicking on the icon shown above will result in a dialog of the following form

Once you click on the link labeled Customize and preview embedded map you’ll be presented with the information
shown on the screen shot below. After previewing the map to make sure it is what you were expecting find the window (3)
below the map that advises to paste the HTML code into the web page that you want to contain the map.

Be sure to highlight and copy all the HTML code provided by Google Maps into the web page container as shown at the
beginning of this section. It’s best to go into the source code view in your HTML development tool to ensure that you paste
the code into the correct place. After the copy and paste are performed the source for your web page will look something
like the figure below.
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The Google Map resides in the <iframe></iframe> tag and there will be a link tag with the label View Larger Map. The data
inside the iframe tag is mostly intelligible only to the Google Maps engine but there a few items you can experiment with to
see their effect. The View Larger Map link can be moved around and changed in size and the label for it changed to suit
your needs. Of course the final step is to check out the resulting page and once it is working to your satisfaction upload it to
the web server.
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